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BY EMAIL AND REGISTERED MAIL WITH ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT

London, July 18th, 2019

Unlocking the value creation potential of the “New Suez”

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board of Directors,

Amber Capital currently holds a 1.9% stake in Suez SA (“Suez” or the “Company”) on behalf
of the funds we manage (as of 18/07/2019). This investment stems from our genuine appraisal
of Suez’s attractive positioning in rapidly expanding markets coupled with the Company’s strong
brand name and undisputed know-how.
However, despite its stellar industrial capabilities, we find that Suez has so far faced some
difficulties in living up to the expectations that the previous management team had set at the
time of the IPO in the summer of 2008 as suggested by the Company’s share price performance.
Today, we believe that the arrival of a new management team provides Suez with a compelling
opportunity to review its strategic direction in order to return on a path of value creation for its
shareholders.
It is in the spirit of a constructive exchange that we are sharing with you this letter, the attached
presentation and the dedicated website www.leanersuez.com. We believe that both the
Company and its stakeholders will benefit from such a dialogue in order to unlock Suez’s
extraordinary value potential.
The analysis that we are sharing with you is the result of our fundamental research based on
historical data reported by the Company to review its performance and strategy over the past
decade. From this assessment, we have concluded that:
(i)

The stock has largely underperformed its peers over the past decade.

(ii)

The main reason behind this weak performance is poor capital allocation with a
highly-capital intensive strategy that is primarily focused on revenue growth at the
expense of profitability.

(iii)

We strongly believe that Suez needs a strategic reset to return to a path of value
creation – a reset that we expect the new management team to unveil at its Capital
Markets Day in Q4’19.
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We are optimistic that, through a clear strategic reset and proper execution, the newly
appointed CEO Bertrand Camus and his team should be able to unlock material value
creation through a Return on Capital Employed (“ROCE”) increase potential between
+150bps and +300bps1 – relative to the current Company’s reported ROCE of 6.2%2 that is
just in line with the WACC. We are highly confident in the future of this leading industrial
company and see a unique value proposition in what the “New Suez” can achieve should the
Company implement the needed changes.

1. SUEZ’S SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE HAS BEEN POOR SINCE IPO
To reach the below assessment, we have reviewed the data at our disposal in order to analyse
the performance of Suez’s share price over the past decade. We have looked at the figures
both in terms of absolute and relative performance. Our conclusion has led us to acknowledge
a clear underperformance of Suez over the years which suggests that a strategic review is
necessary in order to change the course of the company.
1.1

The absolute stock performance has been weak

Nearly eleven years later, Suez still trades at a ~-9.4% discount to its IPO flotation price of
€14.0/Share3. Compared with a more recent reference point, Suez currently trades ~-19.7%
below the last capital increase conducted in May 2017 at €15.8/Share3 to fund the acquisition
of GE Water – a capital increase that was subscribed by the key shareholders of Suez including
Engie, Criteria and Caltagirone. Those factual figures naturally lead us to reflect on what has
driven this share price weakness.
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If we factor in the perceived dividends over the years, we can only note that the total returns
delivered to shareholders have been underwhelming at an annualized rate of +4.1%4 per
annum or even negative at -5.2%4 if we track the performance since the last capital increase.

1.2

The poor relative performance signals a need for change

On a relative basis, Suez’s performance is also disappointing compared to its peers. Suez has
regularly underperformed its main comparable indices such as the CAC40, EuroStoxx 50,
SBF120 (French Top 120 capitalizations index), SX6E (European Utilities index) as well as its
direct peer Veolia as illustrated below.

Source: Bloomberg

This obvious underperformance naturally raises questions about why Suez’s share price has
been lagging so much relative to peers and what parts of the strategy have driven this
weakness.
2. A DECADE OF EMPIRE BUILDING THAT HAS LED TO VALUE DESTRUCTION OVER
THE YEARS

2.1

A misguided strategy in our view

Our view is that the key driver behind the Company’s recurring underperformance lies in poor
capital allocation. More specifically, we believe that Suez has been too focused in chasing top
line growth at the expense of a gradually eroding bottom line.
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In ten years, Suez has grown its capital employed base by as much as +84%5 while failing to
achieve any growth5 in EBIT per share, Dividend per share and even shrinking its Earnings per
share by up to -57%.
How can a company nearly double its capital employed base while halving its earnings
per share?

A bigger Suez does not mean a more valuable Suez.
2.2

Suez’s vicious cycle

Our analysis suggests that a negative pattern has emerged over the years. We summarize this
as “Suez’s Vicious Cycle”. Starting from the core problem of a highly capital intensive strategy,
we believe the company has subsequently suffered from a recurring need to issue shares to fund
acquisitions while earnings contribution has been limited. This has resulted in both a decrease in
ROCE and an increase in Financial leverage.
To support our thesis, we conducted a factual analysis on the reported data by Suez over the
years. We break down below our views on the various components of the vicious circle:
High capital intensity: Over
2008-2018, Suez has grown its capital
employed base (end of period) from
€10.1bn6 to as much as €18.6bn6 through
various external growth acquisitions and
sustained capital intensity. This has
represented an increase in capital
employed as high as +84% over the past
ten years.

Share count increase: To finance all these acquisitions, Suez had to issue shares
over the years. We note that the share count
of the Company has increased by as much
as +27%6 over the period representing a
significant dilution for shareholders. The
acquisitions of Agbar, Acea and GE Water
have been significant contributors to this
share count increase. We highlight that no
share buy-back policy has been implemented
over the years to offset dilution.

5
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Limited earnings growth: Despite high capital investments and sustained share
issuance, we highlight that Suez has failed to grow earnings since IPO. Indeed, the perception
of a growth cycle over 2008-2018 with an
increase of +84% in capital employed (end
of period) and +40% in revenues has been
completely offset by an Adjusted Net Income
line that has shrunk by as much as -45.6%6.
When looking at Per Share financials, we can
only note the disappointing economic reality
that over a decade Suez did not manage to
grow EBIT per share, Earnings per share or
Dividend per share…
When looking at the most recent years, we can note that the underperformance of Suez has
only deepened. As highlighted in the relative performance charts, Suez has underperformed
the European Utilities Index (SX6E) and its direct peer Veolia over the last six years by as
much as -34%7 and -149%7 respectively.
We believe this underperformance has increased as the drivers of “Suez’s vicious cycle” have
only accelerated over the recent years as we detail below:
-

Poor capital allocation: Starting with capital intensity, we note that over 2013-2018,
the Company has invested as much as €13.0bn8 when adding up concession renewals,
maintenance CAPEX, development investments and financials investments. Despite such a
large invested capital, the Company has grown its EBIT by only ~112M EUR8 over the
period and has not generated any incremental FCF8.

How can Suez deploy €13bn EUR in six years and not achieve any growth in Free Cash
Flow?

Suez has a capital allocation issue.
-

7
8

Decreasing ROCE: As a logical result from the above, the Company’s Return on Capital
Employed ratio has collapsed over the recent years. Indeed, when analyzing the
reported data from the company, we
realize that ROCE has shrunk by as
much as 160 bps from 2014 to 2018.
This has led ROCE to come down from
7.8% to a figure as low as 6.2%
today – right in line with the reported
WACC of the company which
suggests very limited value creation
at these levels…

Source: Bloomberg
Based on Suez’s reported figures
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-

Increasing financial leverage: As a result of a high level of investments and limited
earnings accretion, the Company had to tap into its balance sheet flexibility year after
year to sustain its pace of
investments. On a reported Net
Debt/EBITDA basis, the financial
leverage of the company has
increased from 2.7x in 2014 to 3.2x
in 2018. When adding the hybrid
liabilities to Net Debt, that ratio
would have increased from 3.1x to as
much as 3.8x.

As a consequence of all these items, we believe that Suez urgently needs a strategic reset to
end this “Vicious Cycle”. The new management team should reassess the strategy of the
company in an exhaustive manner in order to return Suez to a path of value creation for
shareholders.

3. AMBER CAPITAL’S PROPOSALS
Amber Capital sees a significant turnaround opportunity at Suez and strongly believes that the
Company could be repositioned structurally to allow for a path of value creation for
shareholders. To nurture this constructive exchange and base it on a solid foundation, we would
like to share with you a set of recommendations for the strategic course of the Company. We
believe that through proper execution on these strategic pillars, the new management team
can increase its ROCE ratio between +150bps and +300bps compared to the current
reported ROCE of 6.2% that is equal to the Company’s WACC.

3.1 A strategy reset through large asset rotation
In a capital-intensive sector fueled by strong competition, a number of Suez’s peers have faced
similar challenges over the recent years. The solutions they have sought typically began with a
wide-ranging portfolio review that culminated in an active asset rotation strategy. The essence
of such an approach was always to recycle capital into faster growing, more profitable
opportunities while crystallizing value in assets that have reached a more mature stage.
After years of passive portfolio management (as measured by an average ratio of only 2.1%9
of Disposals/Capital Employed over the past decade), we believe that Suez should similarly
embark in a comprehensive portfolio review that should jumpstart a large asset rotation cycle.

9
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Step 1: Portfolio Review
To initiate this strategic reset, we believe that Suez should embark on a wide-ranging portfolio
review. We recommend that the Company introduces a clear framework to classify its asset
base based on the growth potential and the profitability of the underlying assets – amongst
other criteria that should also include Free Cash Flow generation and strategic relevance.
The assets that structurally have suboptimal profitability, limited growth or the combination of
both issues should be put into a clear perimeter of review.
Step 2: Asset review
Once this perimeter has been defined, we believe the company should formalize a framework
to address the issues these assets might be facing. We summarize such a framework in three
different outcomes:

Source: Amber Capital

Those three outcomes can be summarized as follows:
-

Restructure: For the assets that are performing below their industrial and financial
potential, we believe that a proper course of action would be to assess if through a
restructuring (cost cutting, commercial initiatives, repositioning etc), the new management
team would be able to turn around these assets to reach optimal growth and
profitability.

-

Asset light model: For the assets that are capital intensive and use up a significant
portion of the capital employed base while generating suboptimal returns or growth,
Suez should constantly reassess whether it is the natural owner of these assets and
whether these could be repositioned on an Operations and Maintenance type of
contract. This would allow Suez to split the infrastructure component from the operations
component of the asset to allow for an asset lighter growth profile while unlocking
capital to grow further.
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We take the example of Engie’s DBpSO (Development Build Partial Sell Operate) strategy
to illustrate this model.
-

Sell: When both options mentioned above are not suitable for a suboptimal asset then
the company should consider a full disposal. The current market environment also
suggests an attractive window to monetize infrastructure assets as Suez demonstrated in
small scale with a disposal of a 20% stake in United Water at more than twice its trading
multiple (~15.0x EV/EBITDA10 transactional multiple vs Suez’s trading multiple at ~7.5x
EV/EBITDA11). We believe the company should execute on such asset rotation at a much
larger scale.
We introduce a recommendation around the disposal of Agbar Spain to initiate an asset
rotation cycle.

Step 3: Use of proceeds
The proceeds from the value enhancing asset rotation strategy could be used in three mains
ways:
-

Accelerate investments: Suez could reinvest part of the proceeds in opportunities that
deliver better returns than the assets divested. While the current group ROCE hardly
meets the WACC, the management is guiding on target returns of WACC + 400 bps12
on these investment opportunities. As a result, we believe this rotation could unlock
significant value.

-

Deleverage: Following the increase in financial leverage over the past few years to fund
a capital intensive growth plan, we believe Suez could capture this opportunity to use
part of the proceeds to delever. Additionally, an asset lighter strategy is likely to require
a slightly lower amount of leverage which is another logical reason for the Company to
consider this option.

-

Share buybacks: While share buybacks have never been at the core of Suez’s strategy,
we believe there is a compelling opportunity to make up for past share capital dilution,
to mechanically offset earnings dilution from disposals and to capture the upside
opportunity offered by the Suez share price by buying back shares.

Through the implementation of this portfolio management framework, we believe Suez has a
compelling opportunity to constantly optimize the balance between growth and profitability
within its asset base by regularly recycling capital. Portfolio management should be at the
core of Suez’s strategy to unlock value for shareholders.
To illustrate the above framework, we introduce two industrial cases to support our thesis for
the repositioning of the “New Suez”:
-

DBpSO strategy of Engie as example of an asset light model
Case study on the sale of Agbar Spain as a value enhancing asset rotation

Source: Suez
Source: Amber Capital
12 Source: Suez
10
11
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Case Study 1

Engie’s DBpSO model as footprint for Suez
While utilities companies have had for historical reasons a legacy of asset ownership, the sector
has reinvented itself over the past few years to become asset lighter and more flexible. Value
was widely seen as being in the operation and maintenance of these assets rather than in their
indefinite ownership. Engie has been one of the key innovators in this sectorial transition
by implementing its DBpSO model (Develop, Build, Partially Sell, Operate).
The latter allows Engie to achieve the following objectives:
-

Win more projects
Keep the industrial side of the assets
Mitigate project risk
Accelerate capital rotation to increase growth
Increase IRRs

As a result, Engie is now able to grow faster in renewables with a lower capital intensity and
generate IRRs that are +400 bps above the ones of a traditional development model, per
Engie’s Capital Markets Day 2019 presentation.
We believe that Suez can learn from its key shareholder.

Case Study 2

Disposal of Agbar Spain to initiate an asset rotation cycle
We believe that Agbar Spain could be an ideal candidate to initiate an asset rotation cycle.
Why?
From a financial standpoint, we are of the view that the asset has reached a maturity level that
suggests a limited industrial angle for Suez to exploit from hereon. Additionally, the ROCE
of the asset per our estimates is significantly below the returns Suez aims to reach with its
Growth CAPEX (guidance: WACC + 400 bps) and most importantly below the cost of capital
of Suez. Finally, the asset represents a significant portion of the capital employed base of
Suez and as a result is a sizable opportunity to reposition the Company.
Who could be the buyers?
Given the vast development of the asset that Suez has conducted over the past years, we
believe that the stage of maturity of the asset and its concession model could suggest that the
natural owners would now be financial investors including infrastructure, private equity and
pension funds.
What is the value crystallization opportunity?
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While Agbar Spain is currently valued by consensus at an average multiple of ~7.5x13 per our
analysis, we believe that transactional multiples would suggest a multiple of around 12x
EV/EBITDA14 for this asset. Based on this conservative assumption, Suez would be able to unlock
as much as €1.1bn15 of value creation (ie as much as ~€1.8/Share).
How to redeploy the proceeds?
Through such a transaction, Suez would be able to unlock ~€3.0bn of gross proceeds16 from
this mature asset to be able to redeploy proceeds into further Growth CAPEX at target returns
of WACC + 400 bps, deleveraging and share buybacks to offset past dilution.
Should the new management team implement this asset rotation cycle with the above transaction,
we believe Suez should be able to significantly increase its growth profile, its profitability while
lowering its financial leverage as illustrated below.

Source: Amber Capital

3.2 Improve corporate governance and alignment
3.2.1 Reduce the size of the board of directors
As we pointed out during the last annual general meeting held in Paris on May 14th, 2019, we
do not believe that a board with 19 sitting members constitutes a suitable environment to allow
for a fast and efficient decision-making process. We note once again the example of Engie that
has reduced its board this year subsequent to the AGM from 19 to 14 directors which we think
is a step in the right direction. We would also highlight that most reference indices (CAC40,
SX6E - European Utilities Index, SBF120 - French Top 120 Companies Capitalization Index,
EuroStoxx 50) of Suez have board sizes from 12 to 14 directors17.
Once again, we believe that a reduction in size of Suez’s board of directors would allow for
a more agile corporate governance structure and greater efficiency in the decision-making
process.
3.2.2 Improve management’s alignment with shareholders

Average multiple of Exane BNPP, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, Barclays
Amber Capital estimate based on comparable transactions
Amber Capital estimate
16 Amber Capital estimate pre-minorities, capital gain tax and other adjustments
17 Source: Bloomberg
13
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As we have laid out in our presentation and this letter, one of the key sources of
underperformance of Suez over the years has been driven by a quest for top-line growth
through expansion of capital employed at the expense of the bottom-line. Yet, we are
disappointed to note that the annual variable compensation package of the CEO overlooks
these issues by having the following weaknesses:
-

ROCE has been removed as a remuneration criterion and replaced with Revenues (10%
weighting)
Net profit is absent as a remuneration criterion
FCF is measured before Growth CAPEX, Dividend to minorities and hybrids coupon
Total Shareholder Returns coefficient has been decreased from 25% to 15%
weighting

We believe that all these measures recommended by the Compensation committee go
against the interests of the shareholders.
The management of Suez should be remunerated on the basis of value creation rather than
empire building. A leaner Suez can be a more valuable Suez. As a result, we would recommend
introducing the following elements in the annual variable compensation package of the CEO:
-

Emphasize ROCE: ROCE should be core in the remuneration policy – Revenues are not
indicative of value creation as we have seen over the past 10 years

-

Introduce EPS: Suez’s CEO should be incentivized to drive bottom line growth as well as
improvement in Per Share economics – the introduction of EPS as a remuneration criterion
is paramount to avoid another decade similar to the one the company has just been
through

-

Review FCF definition: Success on FCF delivery should be based on FCF after Growth
CAPEX, Dividend for minorities and hybrids coupon. Remunerating managers on FCF
before capital investments creates a clear misalignment with investors as we have seen
over the recent years.

It is also essential in our opinion that any variable compensation is grounded in relevant and
straightforward metrics based on the performance of the manager, which has not always been
the case at Suez. To name a recent example, we are still puzzled by the rationale behind the
exceptional compensation of €1.0M18 that the board granted to Jean-Louis Chaussade in
connection with the acquisition of GE Water in March 2017.
Why is the CEO receiving an extraordinary remuneration on an ordinary course of business
and in the context of a highly disappointing share price performance subsequent to the GE
Capital Increase?

An increased alignment with shareholders can only benefit the path
for value creation at Suez.

18

Source: Suez
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It is worth noting that Suez’s employees are one of the key shareholders of the company with
a 3.7%19 stake and would be the first beneficiaries of having a fully aligned CEO.
3.3 Provide multi-year strategic guidance
Finally, Suez should improve its medium-term visibility by providing the market with a clear
multi-year guidance plan, a practice that is widely spread in the utilities sector. To that end,
the upcoming Capital Markets Day should serve as a platform for the new management team
to deliver a medium-term industrial vision that will be supported by clear and explicit multi-year
objectives on Growth, ROCE, FCF and Leverage.

A more visible and predictable Suez is a more valuable Suez.
To seek a multiples expansion, the new management team will have to increase the visibility on
the earnings trajectory.
4. A MORE VALUABLE SUEZ
Through a proper strategic reset, including ambitious asset rotation and the implementation of
an asset light approach to foster profitable growth, we believe that the new management
team of Suez can increase the Company’s ROCE between +150bps and +300bps which
should allow Suez to get back on a path of value creation as we illustrate below:

We thank you in advance for your attention to our vision and are of course available to discuss
these points with you and provide you with any additional information you may find relevant.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Oughourlian
Managing Partner
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